Body shape analyses of large persons in South Korea.
Despite the prevalence of obesity and overweight, anthropometric characteristics of large individuals have not been extensively studied. This study investigated body shapes of large persons (Broca index ≥ 20, BMI ≥ 25 or WHR>1.0) using stature-normalised body dimensions data from the latest South Korean anthropometric survey. For each sex, a factor analysis was performed on the anthropometric data set to identify the key factors that explain the shape variability; and then, a cluster analysis was conducted on the factor scores data to determine a set of representative body types. The body types were labelled in terms of their distinct shape characteristics and their relative frequencies were computed for each of the four age groups considered: the 10s, 20s-30s, 40s-50s and 60s. The study findings may facilitate creating artefacts that anthropometrically accommodate large individuals, developing digital human models of large persons and designing future ergonomics studies on largeness. This study investigated body shapes of large persons using anthropometric data from South Korea. For each sex, multivariate statistical analyses were conducted to identify the key factors of the body shape variability and determine the representative body types. The study findings may facilitate designing artefacts that anthropometrically accommodate large persons.